On Sunday, Attorney General Loretta Lynch admitted that the FBI is investigating the mother of Syed Farook, the man who joined his wife Tashfeen Malik to massacre 14 people in San Bernardino and wound 21 others.

Lynch allowed that a possibility exists that Farook's mother, Rafia Farook, knew her son and his wife were engaged in criminal activities, according to NBC News. Lynch told Meet the Press, “Obviously, it's something that we're looking at very, very closely.” She added,
“We’re not sure which one [fanatical ideology] they picked in this case, despite the media accounts.”

A worker in the area of Farook’s mother’s home reported he had noticed a half-dozen Middle Eastern men in the area, but did not report the activity, fearing he would be accused of racial profiling, according to CBS Los Angeles.

On Saturday, the Daily Caller reported that Rafia Farook is an active member of the Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA), which promotes the establishment of a caliphate and is connected to a radical Pakistani political group called Jamaat-e-Islami. An MSNBC reporter discovered a certificate of appreciation that ICNA’s sisters’ wing gave to Rafia Farook last summer.

Al-Qaeda recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki spoke at an ICNA event in 2002, before he joined al-Qaeda. Noelle Valentzas, an ICNA member who spoke at two ICNA events, joined another woman to plan an attack on New York City. Five American students who befriended each other at an ICNA mosque in Alexandria, Va. were arrested in Pakistan for planning an attack on American troops in Afghanistan.

ICNA is largely based on the teachings of Abul A’la Maududi, who founded Jamaat-e-Islami, a political party in Pakistan, India and Bangladesh desiring an Islamic state. The Anti-Defamation League reports that ICNA’s “The Message” stated that “using the organizational development methodology of Maulana Mawdudi and the Jamaat Al-Islami of Akistan, which lays special emphasis on spiritual development, ICNA has developed a strong foundation.” The ADL adds, Maududi “is a jihadi ideologue...He has written that ‘the nation of Jews will be exterminated’ in the end of days.”

The Bengali government banned Maududi’s books in 2010.

The Clarion Project reports that ICNA approved of Muslim Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb, whose writings influence al-Qaeda and Osama bin Laden.

Lynch stated that investigators have conducted 300 interviews and several searches, but they “do not have evidence that they were part of either a larger group or cell, or that they were planning anything else.”

Law enforcement officials have revealed that Rafia Farook’s home was the site where her son and his wife stored at least 15 pipe bombs and thousands of rounds of ammunition.
The two .223-caliber rifles that Farook and Malik used in the attack, a Smith & Wesson M&P 15 and a DPMS model, were bought in 2011 and 2012 by a friend of Farook’s, but investigators have no idea how Farook obtained them. Law enforcement officials claim the friend is not a suspect; two law enforcement officials said the friend stated he checked himself into a mental health facility.

Law enforcement officials still insist they have no evidence that the terrorist couple was involved with any foreign terror groups or individuals.

Rep. Michael McCaul (R-TX), chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee, told Fox News Sunday that federal investigators are delving into Malik’s history, asserting, “There’s a serious investigation ongoing into what she was doing in Pakistan and in Saudi, including if she attended the red mosque in Islamabad, which is a very radicalized mosque.”

Comment count on this article reflects comments made on Breitbart.com and Facebook. Visit Breitbart’s Facebook Page.
This comment was deleted.

EOD ➔ Guest · a year ago
Smart Dog!
13  ▲  · Reply · Share

Sam Kat ➔ EOD · a year ago
Yea like Hamilton, who best childhood friend was a slave....same
cd be said for Washingtons closet friend during the war...a slave
injured in the war that Washington freeded and gave a house and
pension for life ... You are a troll
2  ▲  · Reply · Share

Fort Steve ➔ Sam Kat · a year ago
Read your comment out loud to yourself and ask the question,
"does this make any sense?"
3  ▲  · Reply · Share

megajess ➔ Sam Kat · a year ago
His name was William, he was much more than a close friend.
No one got to General Washington except through him. He rode
right next to the General in every battle! General Washington and
he were like brothers. Very close. The General depended upon
this man.
1  ▲  · Reply · Share

Sam Kat ➔ Sam Kat · a year ago
That was not intended for the dog guy it was for the “far right
white crap”...
▲  · Reply · Share

chekme2 ➔ Sam Kat · a year ago
Go troll on your one site called pakistan today.
2  ▲  · Reply · Share

Basil Huddleston ➔ Sam Kat · a year ago
once again a liberal opens his mouth and a turd comes
out...liberturd....from the far right white guy.......  
▲  · Reply · Share

Art ➔ Guest · a year ago
It’s been said that certain animals, especially dogs, can sense
evil. That’s why your dog reacts, the way it does.
6  ▲  · Reply · Share

Farmer ➔ Art · a year ago
that’s what mine will react to.
▲  · Reply · Share

signer56 ➔ Art · a year ago
Nah, my dog hates the old black Jehovah witness ladies. His
hackles rise, etc. He’s used to white people.
▲  · Reply · Share

bingyboy ➔ Guest · a year ago
Funny I had the most gentle Golden Retriever years ago and the
only time she went absolutely berserk was when a middle eastern guy came in with a rug to deliver my wife said she never saw her act like that before!

Farmer replied • bingyboy • a year ago
as I mentioned earlier, she could’ve smelled either brucellosis, or dysostosis. dogs value their domain.

Farmer replied • Guest • a year ago
animals, especially dogs, can detect disease easily, and will naturally want to rid of that animal to protect its range, or its litter.
your dog obviously smells brucellosis, or their epizootic dysostosis.

Debbie • Guest • a year ago
My dog is and always has been my best friend. Anyone who doesn’t value the gift of their very existence is a missing out. In the case with Muslims and their cruelty.....WOW. Disgusting monsters.

Gary Nelson • Guest • a year ago
Your dog must have seen the goat videos.

tawana_sharpton • Guest • a year ago
You live too close to muslims.

chekme2 • tawana_sharpton • a year ago
Yes, and he need to move out of where ever that is.

tawana_sharpton • chekme2 • a year ago
LOL.

bill james • EOD • a year ago
4/10/09 http://latimesblogs.latimes.co... Muslim woman gets a Seeing Eye HORSE (paid for by the ADA) because her family doesn’t want a Seeing Eye dog in their house.

Muslims are in-your-face every day no matter where they live.

mewnani • bill james • a year ago
I know seeing eye horses exist and people use them for different reasons but it bugs me that they hate dogs to that extent. Dogs are good creatures that would give their life to protect yours.

mike • mewnani • a year ago
Yes, you are correct!
“...seeing eye horses exist and people use them for different reasons”?

-Sahih Bukhari 2.0703: “A prayer is annulled by a passing woman, a dog and a monkey.”

Oh yeah, that’s “different,” you clueless putz.

mewnani ➔ bill james • a year ago

The heck was that supposed to mean? Not all people who get seeing eye horses do so because they hate dogs. Some find they’re easier to take care of than a dog, some just like horses... not everyone who owns a seeing eye horse is a hateful prick that likes to kick dogs. They’re adorable things too; they’re truly miniature horses, with some around the size of a large dog and smaller.

As for that passage... if that’s actually something Muslims believe it makes me dislike their hatred of dogs even more. Their fake god it seems can’t hear your prayers unless you’re on your hands and knees and are pointed toward a specific direction with no women, dogs, or monkeys walking by. How pathetic that they can’t pray because a little dog walks on by.

mike ➔ bill james • a year ago

Hey just to put this into perspective friend, i know for certain that seeing eye ponies are more popular than one would think. As a visually impaired man of 26 years, I've seen a lot of practical, and slightly unusual accommodations concerning the impaired.

Guide miniturminiature ponies (not horses) are actually used by people who have allergies to certain guide dog breeds. And to those who want a guide animal with a longer lifespan. Also guide ponies are extremely calm and don’t get distracted by large crowds or other animals.

So to conclude, guide miniature ponies (not horses) are a pretty common alternative to guide dogs.

bill james ➔ mike • a year ago

But muslims reject dogs because of their religion, mohamed, not because ponies present “...an alternative to guide dogs.”

Trust nothing muslims say. ALL of them lie for the advancement of Islam:

-The Muslim doctrine of “Al-Taqiyah”: to dodge the threat; simulate whatever status you need in order to win the war against the enemy; to infiltrate and destroy kafir [non-Muslim] countries. (Author Dr. Walid, Islamic University; Bharatiya Pragna, June 2000, vol. 6.

Now, muslim, crawl back into your spider hole. We're on to your game.

mike ➔ bill james • a year ago

I dont care thst she rejected a guide dog because of religion. As a Christian I work around things as well. I don't get your point. I don't know if you are trolling or just dont comprehend anything
about service animals our relationship with them.

We are a team so it’s important that we (the visually impaired) bond with our animals. Hell they have our safety at stake. Why the hell would anyone be coupled with a species of animal they are uncomfortable with?

bill james ➔ mike · a year ago

“I don’t care that she rejected a guide dog because of religion.”?

This putz doesn’t care about what Islam is doing to humanity. He’s a get-along-go-along type -- a real asset in the slow-motion muslim conquest of the West. He doesn’t give a damn, for instance, that muslim men treat women like animals:

-Tabari IX:113: "Treat women well for they are like domestic animals and they possess nothing themselves. Allah has made the enjoyment of their bodies lawful in his Quran."

-Sahih Bukhari 2.0703: "A prayer is annulled by a passing woman, a dog and a monkey

-Quran 4:15 "If any of your women are guilty of lewdness, take the evidence of four witnesses from amongst you against them; if they testify, confine them to houses until death [by starvation] claims them."

mike ➔ bill james · a year ago

Oh jesus why are you so paranoid? I’ve been on Breitbart for awhile, I believe you can check my comment history. Regardless of why someone would not want a guide dog, the fact remains that guide ponied are not unusual.

All guide animal foundations provide the animals and training for FREE. I looked into getting a dog but it requires a month long training.

So what if this woman didn’t want a guide dog? There are alternatives out there....so she chose the alternative (ie a guide mini pony). So what exactly are you upset about? The fact she has a choice or the fact that she has a right to not like dogs for whatever reason?

Guide Ponies foundation supplies free ponies for the blind. So how is this an example of political correctness or even favoritism? I, as a visually impaird, conservstive black man, could also get a guide pony if I applied.

bill james ➔ mike · a year ago

My point was to illustrate how in-your-face muslims are, not what animals are appropriate for the function of guiding. The fact is that muslims provoke civil strife by such demands as the muslim family who insisted on a seeing eye horse because they hate dogs, demands such as these:

-5/28/13 http://www.reuters.com/article Close to half the staff managers at companies in French urban areas have seen problems arising from religious demands by [Muslim] employees. The new study found: men refusing to take orders from a woman
boss or shake hands with women; refusing to handle alcohol or pork products; demanding prayer time; wearing religious garb; demanding that non-Muslims be barred from eating during the Ramadan fast.

-7/2/13 http://www.thecommentator.com UK’s Channel 4 plan to broadcast the Muslim call to prayer “directly into British living rooms” daily during Ramadan.

mike → bill james • a year ago
I would agree that Muslims have routinely, and rather systematically imposed themselves on Western society by making continually ridiculous demands.

However, in this instance asking for religious accommodation for something as vital as a seeing eye animal is not a big deal to me. But then again I am biased because me and my fiancee are both visually impaired and we are religious (Christian). If the that Muslim family was being forceful than that’s one thing. If requesting a guide pony (which are used by the visually impaired) was considered un-doable than I would understand.

I guess I think about from the perspective of someone who is visually impaired and I know how scary it can be to travel without assistance.

Also, I have been replying from phone which has a 5in screen. I’m sure you can excuse my shabby typing and punctuation. I have to hold this damned thing an inch from my face to see it. Jesus is my lord and savior but you come off very paranoid and intense. You disrespected me without provocation. That was hardly Christian of you sir.

bill james → mike • a year ago
You say Muslims are "...making continually ridiculous demands"?
That’s it? That’s all you know about the crimes Muslims commit?
Facts about Muslim violence, worldwide, apparently make no impression on you.

Muslims slaughter 14 people in San Bernadino last week and you still want to talk about seeing eye ponies?
And now you democrats want to import more Muslims even though we know facts like these?

8/30/11 pewresearch.org American Muslim opinion poll:
-35% are not concerned about Muslim extremism = 962,500
[35% of 2,750,000 American Muslims]
-21% support Muslim extremism = 577,500 [21% of 2,750,000 American Muslims]

mike → bill james • a year ago
I've never voted Democrat. Hell I've only been able to legally vote for 8 years (only two elections). Yikes you are angry because I didn’t call all Muslims murderous fiends? Stay the
course I suppose friend. God bless and wish you and yours a wonderful Christmas.

bill james ➔ mike ➔ a year ago

You’re a liar.

I haven’t called ALL Muslims murderous fiends, I showed evidence that significant percentages might be fiends:

-8/30/11 pewresearch.org American Muslim opinion poll: 21% support Muslim extremism. That’s 577,500 [21% of 2,750,000 American Muslims] Muslims who would love to see another 9/11 or San Bernadino massacre.

This fact will be incomprehensible to you, putz; I post it only to inform other readers:

Compare that 21% to...

When it came to power in 1933, Nazi party members were 2% of the German population. In 1939, the membership total rose to 6%.

85 years ago appeasers like this putz were saying, *Don't judge see more

mike ➔ bill james ➔ a year ago

Lol ok buddy. You are a nut. I’m starting to believe you are trolling. I’ve never promoted islam and yet you are unable to hold a civil conversation. You are most likely a Proggressive pretending to be Conservative. God bless your soul.

garyrmck ➔ Libsareclowns ➔ a year ago

TAQIYYA

2 ➔ • Reply • Share •

john ➔ Libsareclowns ➔ a year ago

It even has a word for it, taqiyya. Never trust them.

2 ➔ • Reply • Share •

Yougottabe Dryhumpinme ➔ Libsareclowns ➔ a year ago

The same can be said about all liberal media outlets.

ATB ➔ EOD ➔ a year ago

you are right...!!!

20 ➔ • Reply • Share •

EOD ➔ Guest ➔ a year ago

Black Lies Matter!

The words of Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt, President of the United States of America:

"There is no room in this country for hyphenated Americanism. When I refer to hyphenated Americans, I do not refer to naturalized Americans. Some of the very best Americans I have ever known were born in the British Isles.
naturalized Americans, Americans born abroad. But a hyphenated American is not an American at all."

“This is just as true of the man who puts “native” before the hyphen as of the man who puts German or Irish or English or French before the hyphen. Americanism is a matter of the spirit and of the soul. Our allegiance must be purely to the United States. We must unspARINGLY condemn any man who holds any other allegiance.”

Put that in your "African"-American Pipe and Smoke It.

masher ➔ Guest • a year ago
Troll. Your’e fake representations are not fooling anybody.

Sam Kat ➔ Guest • a year ago
You are the troll... Hamilton -Washington - Adams...who inserted our rights come from the "creator". A donkey like you wd think the three wise men representing three races was an accident. Our founders were men of God and God created all men.

Dr Dre ➔ Guest • a year ago
Why can’t these sickos support Hillary?

megajess ➔ EOD • a year ago
Funny how that keeps happening.

TOMMYHOUR • a year ago
I cannot think of one reason to allow another Muslim into this country.

EOD ➔ TOMMYHOUR • a year ago
And I can think of well over a Billion Reasons to keep Muslims out of the United States of America.
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